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Dance In Your Shadow
Kula Shaker

####################################
#Dance in your Shadow - Kula Shaker#
####################################

Thought I d put one on seen as though no one else has.  This is the first time 
I ve submitted a chord so if anyone finds an easier way of doing it by all means

put it up.

When I first heard this song, I thought yes, this is clearly a rip off of 
Norweigan Wood by the Beatles, it uses the same chords and the same strumming 
pattern for the verse, but what dragged me into this song is the hallowing
chorus, 
the lyrics and the way it is sung just seem to grab me so I figured the chords
out 
while jamming and I m currently trying to arrange it into some kind of wandering

bard kind of song.

Enough about me though - lets look at the song...

Intro - D Am (Am leave the D string open)

D
If your were alone,
No one would know
C
That you were crying
D
If you were a dream,
Nothing would seem
C
High or low

Dm F G F G F G

D
Lie under the stars,
Cradle your arms
C
Like you were dying
D
Oh..what would you do
If it was true
C
No one was lying



Dm     F             G
Time waits by your side,
A              Dm    F G
Dance in your shadow
Dm     F            G
Time wait by your side,
A               Dm    F G
Dance in your shadow

[Strange middle bit]: E F E F E F E F

D
Love treasure the time,
That you are mine
C
And I am found
D
Oh...what would you do,
If it was you,
C
If you were flying

Dm  F            G
I wait by your side,
A               Dm  F G
Dance in your shadow
Dm     F             G
Time waits by your side,
A               Dm   F G
Dance in your shadow (2 times)

Dance in your Shadow from the Summer Sun EP Copyright 1997 - Columbia Records


